Sailboats jockey for position before race
start in front of Lakeshore Marina.

Story and Photography by Todd Bush
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magine walking down a path toward a strikingly blue-green lake
surrounded by mountains. You
stroll out onto a dock filled with dozens of vertical masts, stretching out
like rows of tall pines rising from slips
of curvaceous sailboats in the calm of
Lakeshore Marina’s colorful harbor. A
friendly voice welcomes you to come
aboard one of the boats—a 26.5-foot
Hunter racer-cruiser, Virginia. She (endearing pronoun for a boat) responds
with a rock and a dip, just enough to
let you know you’ve left dry land for a
time. A tease of wind brushes your hair
as it makes its way into the cove and

over the open waves of Watauga Lake,
Tennessee. Watauga Lake, a popular
sailing destination, is the closest large
lake to much of the High Country.
Your host, the ship’s captain Kevin
Donovan and his first mate, wife Jennie,
are going for a sail today in one of the
seasonal regattas or races of the Watauga Lake Sailing Club, for which Kevin
served as commodore in 2009 and this
year serves as race captain. Kevin, a
towering man at 6-foot-7, is as much at
ease sailing as he is building houses for
his business, Celtic Building Company
of Boone. Kevin and Jennie have won
numerous races aboard Virginia and

continue to be among the dedicated sailors of the High Country who regularly
enjoy sailing at Watauga Lake.
Several Boone area residents and
business folk help support the Tennessee-based Watauga Lake Sailing Club.
The club has more than 100 windloving members (one-third from North
Carolina) who enjoy races, social events
and the educational fellowship offered
within this thriving local sailing community all for a mere $15 in annual
dues. Visitors interested in sailing who
simply show up on the dock race days
offering to crew, or just to watch, are
warmly welcomed by club members,
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Top: Jennie and Kevin Donovan aboard Virginia
Center: Watauga Lake Sailing Club founder Clark
Lucas and his faithful sidekick, Buster

Watauga Lake Sailing Club

For more information about the Watauga Lake Sailing Club, click to wlsc.lizards.net.

Bottom: Charles Randolph and Jeff McSwain
aboard The Charlie

whose experienced sailors enthusiastically share what they know of mastering the
winds. Club founder and kind-natured sailing guru Clark Lucas, often with friendly life
preserver-wearing dachshund Buster by his
side, leads instructional classes on sailing for
scheduled groups of scouts, kids and adults.
In the mid-1990s, I was introduced to sailing by local friends Charles Randolph and Paul
Del Rio. I loved sailing from the start, initially
crewing aboard Charles’ small Lugar Leeward
16-foot sloop appropriately named The Charlie. A sloop is a fore-and-aft rigged boat with
one mast, the tall pole that holds the sails, a
main sail and a single jib—a smaller additional sail in front of the main sail. Charles was
quite generous with The Charlie, passing the
boat along first to Paul and then to me, who
was still not quite ready to captain a boat.
Paul once shared a cautioning tale of a dangerous experience he had with his family on
Watauga Lake aboard The Charlie. One fine
spring day, an unexpected storm and mighty
wind suddenly blew directly from the side
of the boat, causing The Charlie and crew to
“turn turtle,” tipping completely upside-down.
After a few seconds, scrambling to the surface,
almost all of Paul’s family were accounted for,
bobbing safely in the choppy water—all but
his 80-year-old father Pa and tiny dog Paco.
Paul dived under the boat to find them both
a little shaken in a pocket of air within The
Charlie’s small cabin, with Paco perched atop
Pa’s head. After hearing that story of the lake’s
unpredictable winds, more than ever I wanted
to get better at sailing before bringing my wife
Lorie and our three pooches out on the lake.
After a couple more lessons from Paul and his
son Kagan, plus studying sailing tutorials off
the internet, I gradually became ready to pilot The Charlie. Like many things, sailing is
part focus and part letting the experience be
intuitive. It is as natural as it gets in a boat, and
interestingly, kids pick it up really fast.
For much of our first year sailing, Lorie
and I would tow The Charlie from our home
in Banner Elk to Watauga Lake, stopping along
the way at the Subway restaurant of Hampton,
Tennessee, to pick up lunch for our weekly
date-on-the-lake. We put in across from the
dam at the Rat Branch public access area on
Highway 67/321. In the parking lot we would
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Marinas on Watauga Lake
Lakeshore Marina

www.lakeshore-resort.com • 423-725-2223

Fish Springs Marina

www.fishspringsmarina.com • 423-768-2336

Cove Ridge Marina & Yacht Club
www.coveridgemarina.com • 423-768-3760
Top: Sailboats are docked in slips at Lakeshore Marina against the
backdrop of the Appalachian Mountains.

www.pioneerlanding.com • 423-768-3164

Bottom: The Charlie arrives in tow at the Rat Branch public access
site and will be ready to sail once the mast and sails are raised.

first “step the mast,” raising it from flat for
transport to upright, then fasten front and
side stays (guy lines), the whole time hoping
it all wouldn’t come crashing down bonking our heads. Once The Charlie was released from the trailer down the boat ramp
and in the water, we next hoisted the sails
and wished for enough wind to push us out
from the cove into the open parts of the lake
where the winds are much better—usually,
that is. Summertime, popularly thought
best for boating, is often disappointingly
calm for sailing and more suited to floating rather than zooming along in the wind.
Fortunately, much like the weather around
here, if you stick around long enough, it

Pioneer Landing at Cherokee Overlook
Mallard Cove Marina
423-768-3440

does change. And with afternoon summer
storms comes wind, and with wind comes
the fun part.
Our three dogs Annie, Mali and Joe
didn’t enjoy the “fun part” as much as we
did. They squirmed uncomfortably when the
winds rose and relished getting off the boat,
not on it. So we decided we needed a bigger
boat—a more stable cruising vessel with a
sleeping berth. Another Watauga Lake sailor
friend, Dave, found us a surprisingly affordable Catalina 22-foot sailboat on eBay, and
we excitedly purchased what the listing said
was an older boat in nice condition. With
the boat docked out of state, miles away, at
the time we had no idea how to get it home.

Our trailer hitch had to be changed and our
car’s suspension fortified, and we were nervous about towing something much larger
than The Charlie. But we loaded up the dogs
and headed north to Keuka Lake, one of the
finger lakes of the upstate wine country near
Italy, New York.
It was a cool October eve when we arrived at the Keuka Lake Marina seeking
Irish Cream (the boat’s previous name)
amongst all the boats docked there. Finding it was challenging under the dark autumn sky as the marina’s dim lights barely
illuminated the bows, let alone the sterns
where boat names are printed. After stepping aboard a few wrong boats, we found
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Top: Sunsets on Watauga Lake are especially enhanced when a sailboat passes before you across the waves. Lower left: Lorie, Joe and Annie Bush relax in
the late afternoon calm aboard Enchantment. Lower right: Mary Jane and John Rice effortlessly skim across the water of Watauga Lake’s finicky winds.

the right one and then struggled converting its dining table into a bed for our
first night in the cozy abode. These small
yachts, as the Catalina 22-footers are considered, have RV-like features, including
a stove, sink, toilet, bed, table and benches all crammed into an enclosed lower
cabin. The following morning we awoke
to rising lake mist unveiling New England fall splendor, the air filled with the
scent of grapes bursting for harvest from
nearby vineyards. We became fast friends
with the boat’s former owner, one strapping, smiling Kevin O’Buckley. Aboard
Irish Cream we discussed our transaction
and our lives’ several common interests.
One detail we didn’t consider was that
the O’Buckleys hadn’t used the boat’s
trailer in years, and both tires and lines
of its brakes were shot, needing replace128
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ment before we could leave. So we spent
the day exploring Italy, N.Y. and sailing
while the trailer was being repaired at a
classic old country service station.
The next day, we picked up the rustybut-now-road-ready trailer preparing to
come home. O’Buckley brought his college-bound son to meet us at the marina for
what would be their last sail aboard Irish
Cream. They told stories of happy years
sailing together on Keuka Lake through all
seasons, describing often hair-raising situations they both reveled in. Their deep connection to each other, nature and the boat
was as clear as the deep glacially carved
finger lake we were sailing upon. As if on
cue, amid stories of their mighty sailing adventures, a churning storm kicked its heels
at our farthest point from the marina. On
came the raingear and the sharpening of

July 2010

everyone’s wits to work as a team and get
safely back through the worsening conditions. Our new craft’s ability to handle that
close encounter with powerful weather
in stride was just the ticket for Watauga
Lake’s equally squirrelly winds.
We made it back to the marina’s boat
ramp, and in frigid wind-driven rain, the
O’Buckleys guided us through loading our
boat onto the trailer and we then were on
our way. The storm brought the season’s
first snow, and the roads became icy, turning a 12-hour drive into a 20-hour whiteknuckled, cheek-squeezing, near-disaster
as we took turns gripping the wheel, fishtailing on ice, pulling what felt like a small
country behind us. It was then we decided
no more trailer sailing. We went straight
to Watauga Lake, rented a slip at Lakeshore Marina and never towed anything
July 2010
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“Twenty years from
now you will be more
disappointed by the
things you didn’t do
than by the ones you
did do. So throw off
the bowlines. Sail away
from the safe harbor.
Catch the tradewinds
in your sails.

ever again. We changed our boat’s
name to Enchantment, got a Tennessee boat license, refinished the
teak wood and went sailing every
chance we could. Annie, Mali and
Joe got bright yellow doggy life preservers, but somehow they didn’t
like the bigger boat any better.
By this time, greatly enamored
and quite satisfied with Enchantment, we passed The Charlie along
to Charles’ young son Charlie III,
completing a circle begun 40 years
ago when Charlie’s father and
grandfather first built the boat.
Living the dream, Paul pursued
his love for sailing by moving away
from the High Country and now residing and operating a marina with
his wife Rose in Oriental, North
Carolina—the sailing capital of the
state. Paul went on to earn his commercial captain’s license and delivers sailboats to and from numerous
exotic Caribbean destinations. His
hobby became his way of life.
Lorie and I joined the Watauga
Lake Sailing Club, becoming ever
more interested in sailboat racing
while crewing aboard capable boats

of its skilled members, including
two of our Boone friends Roy and
Julie Nicholson, also Catalina 22
owners. Upon learning some other
friends of ours from Boone, John
and Mary Jane Rice, were members
of the club and among the most respected, competent racing sailors
around, it wasn’t long before we
asked John to share some pointers
aboard Enchantment. His lessons
were the most useful sailing tools
and tidbits we had gleaned. People
told us in near-mythical awe that
John and Mary Jane could sail a
plank of wood and win a race.
Getting to observe their zen-like
duet racing aboard their small onedesign boat was like watching a
dance. They would find subtle hints
of forming winds then amazingly
move into exactly where the wind
would “fresh” and scoot ahead of
everyone else. The popular and
venerable Catalina 22s also hold
their own in the lake’s races, and
Enchantment provided some great
times and good racing for us as well.
But as work overtook playtime, our
weekly visits to the lake slowed to

Above: Julie and Roy Nicholson wave a friendly greeting from
aboard Time Out. Photo by Lorie Bush

Explore.
Dream.
Discover.”
~ Mark Twain

A looming storm brings high winds and the thrill of sailing aboard
Virginia as the Donovans lead the downhill run toward the big
island during a spring sailboat race.
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Watching the weather for the strongest of winds and fastest rides imaginable becomes
nearly instinctive as you unite body and soul with wind, weather and water.
monthly visits—then even less often. After
several joy-filled years of sailing, we parted
with Enchantment. The dogs gladly celebrated its farewell from dry land.
Memorable moments on Watauga Lake
can be made by anyone. For some, the wilder the better. I recall 50 mph winter winds
plowing Enchantment over ocean-like
swells, solo-sailing around the big island,
tacking, changing point of sail and coming
eye to eye for a few cherished seconds with
a bald eagle flying alongside the boat. I felt
more alive than ever before. Another day,
a small fawn was swimming alone crossing
the lake. A favorite event, the club’s annual
Frostbite Race held January 1, often yields
the best wind of any race throughout the
year. But you may have to shovel snow off
your boat and hope its lines don’t freeze.
Watching the weather for the strongest
of winds and fastest rides imaginable becomes nearly instinctive as you unite body
and soul with wind, weather and water.
The feel of sailing can be especially exhilarating as a sailboat heels (leans over)
when it’s pointing into the wind. The
combined speed of your boat travel plus
the wind in your face creates an exciting
phenomena known as apparent wind that

When is sailing the best for you—do you like it
when it’s crazy?
Kevin: I do, I do like the high winds. I’ve seen
four-foot swells out here.
Jennie: We have been caught in storms. They
say you learn more in those conditions.
Kevin: I remember the first storm we got caught
in on the Catalina 22. The wind was so strong we
dropped the sails and still couldn’t dock it, and I
had to motor around in that storm for about an
hour till it passed before I could get to the dock.
In a different storm our main Halyard broke (the
line that holds up the main sail). It was a day I
hoped to get some high wind sailing in and
came out single-handed—handling the boat by
myself. The wind was coming from the west. It
was scary fast and you could just feel the boat
surge over with the wind blowing waves the
same direction as the boat. You would get on
top of a wave and just surf down the front of it.
That’s when the boat was hitting 7.8 [knots] on a
boat with a theoretical hull speed of 7. And then
BOOM—the main halyard broke and the main
sail came down. That was the end of that fun.

Todd and Lorie Bush, pictured during their first
sail aboard Enchantment. Photo by David Ford

gives sensation of going extremely fast.
Yet when a boat is running with the wind
at your back, it is actually capable of going even faster. Both are a joy.
Perhaps the best times for sailing are
the cool spring and fall days, with puffy
cloud-punctuated blue skies harboring
strong, steady, exquisite winds that make
forward motion effortless. Those rare
moments when everything aligns for the
perfect sail. To this day when Lorie and
I see a flag blowing, knowing someone is
out on the waves of Watauga having the
time of their life, we’re there in spirit—
just sailing. w

Captain Todd at the helm aboard
Enchantment during a sailboat race, with
friends the Nicholsons hot on their heels.
Photo by Lorie Bush

An Interview with Watauga Lake Sailors Kevin & Jennie Donovan
was something I was determined to do. One day
(about five years ago) visiting Watauga Point Park
just sitting on the shore reading the Sunday paper
we watched sailboats go by.
Jennie: One sailboat that day came really close to
shore, and people were jumping off of it to swim;
they were having so much fun. So we started
looking for boats down at Lake Norman, spending a lot of time just looking.
It’s impressive you learned to sail together after 30
years of marriage. Why did you get into sailing at
that time of your lives?
Kevin: I’ve always had an interest in sailing, wondering what it would be like to move without a
motor, but never had time to try it while busy
raising kids who were both athletic and into a lot
of activities. So when we hit the empty nest, it
132
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with all the other boats. Then three years ago
this boat [the Hunter 26.5] came on the market,
and I could tell it was a fast boat.

Kevin: We knew we wanted something small
and 22 feet seemed about right. We walked the
docks seeing what was for sale, getting on boats,
checking them out. We came back over here and
checked out Fish Springs and Lakeshore Marinas.
There was not much for sale at that time. So we
got a Boat Trader magazine and found a Catalina
22 kept on South Holston Lake.
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Jennie: We liked that boat from the moment we
saw it and bought it on the spot.
Kevin: The beauty of it was I bet [the man selling the boat] spent at least 40 hours teaching us
how to sail. We met over there every Saturday
morning at 9:00 a.m., spending all day with him
for about a month. I remember him telling us the
first time we went out, it was real high winds and
we knew nothing about sailing, he said, “I will
get you back, because that’s what the Captain
has to do, is get you back.”
We took the boat to our house and gave it a fresh
coat of paint on the bottom, then after a month
brought it out to Lakeshore and got a slip. We
kept the boat for over two years and really loved
the Catalina 22. It was our pride and joy. We
raced with it for about a year and it did well on
the downwind legs as the sails were tired and we
could crank up the swing keel and keep up
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Jennie: We’ve learned everything the hard way.
Because we just had to get out and do it. We
learned by trial and error and when things go
wrong it seems that’s when you learn so much!
What would you two say about the Watauga Lake
experience for High Country residents?
Kevin: It’s one hour from the driveway to the
dock. And the cell phone doesn’t really work.
We can say that while we are out here and not
have to deal with it.
Jennie: You forget about all your worries and
everything going on. You are in another world.
You can spend the night and feel so far away
from everything. And the club is fun with all their
events. You easily make friends with the people.
Everyone is so willing to talk with anyone and
have them get on their boat. I think it’s important
for people to know they don’t have to be great
sailors to have a boat out here. Because people
are always so willing to help out. There are also
people out here who don’t do any races or club
activities who enjoy sailing.
We’ll come out here sometimes on Friday nights.
Trying to get away from home, done with work.
You get out on the water and there’s not a soul
out here. It’s just a jewel.
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